Sugar On Top (Who Wants to Marry a Billionaire? Book 1)

Some people have got to get real Lydia
Tompkins isnt looking for love. Shes
annoyed. A dating site matching gold
diggers with men willing to pay for their
time? Thinking it will be a dash of reality
in their pipe dreams of Stepford wives, she
uploads a pictureand a piece of her
mindand never expects any serious
responses.Some
people
even
want
toChandler Hawk remembers a time before
the wealth. Finding the most appalling
dating site hes ever heard of while surfing
the net, he clicks on it and finds the most
real woman hes seen in a long time.A sugar
daddy meets a woman who doesnt need a
man to take care of her and sparks fly. Can
they find a happily ever after, with Sugar
on Top?
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